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Abstract Previous research found that the warming rate
observed for the period 1979–2012 increases dramatically
with decreasing vegetation greenness over land between
50°S and 50°N, with the strongest warming rate seen over
the driest regions such as the Sahara desert and the Arabian
Peninsula, suggesting warming amplification over deserts.
To further this finding, this paper explores possible mechanisms for this amplification by analyzing observations, reanalysis data and historical simulations of global coupled
atmosphere–ocean general circulation models. We examine
various variables, related to surface radiative forcing, land
surface properties, and surface energy and radiation budget,
that control the warming patterns in terms of large-scale
ecoregions. Our results indicate that desert amplification is
likely attributable primarily to enhanced longwave radiative forcing associated with a stronger water vapor feedback
over drier ecoregions in response to the positive global-scale
greenhouse gas forcing. This warming amplification and
associated downward longwave radiation at the surface are
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reproduced by historical simulations with anthropogenic and
natural forcings, but are absent if only natural forcings are
considered, pointing to new potential fingerprints of anthropogenic warming. These results suggest a fundamental pattern of global warming over land that depend on the dryness
of ecosystems in mid- and low- latitudes, likely reflecting
primarily the first order large-scale thermodynamic component of global warming linked to changes in the water and
energy cycles over different ecosystems. This finding may
have important implications in interpreting global warming
patterns and assessing climate change impacts.
Keywords Global warming · Greenhouse gases ·
Radiative forcing · Water vapor feedback

1 Introduction
Globally averaged near surface temperatures have increased
since the beginning of the 20th century, with the largest increase over land since the 1970s (IPCC 2013). This
warming is not spatially uniform, and in particular, is much
greater over land than oceans due to the ocean’s larger heat
capacity and higher evaporative cooling (e.g., Sutton et al.
2007), over the Northern Hemisphere than the Southern
Hemisphere mainly because of meridional ocean heat transport (e.g., Wunsch 2005), over higher latitudes because of
positive snow/ice-albedo feedbacks (e.g., Deser et al. 2000;
Qu and Hall 2007) and strengthening of atmospheric circulation (e.g., Lu and Cai 2010), and over higher elevations
associated with stronger water vapor and lapse-rate feedbacks (e.g., Rangwala et al. 2013; Naud et al. 2013).
In low- and mid-latitudes, the warming rate differs
substantially among ecosystems. Zhou et al. (2015) analyzed the relationship between surface temperature trends
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observed over land between 50°S and 50°N for the period
1979–2012 and enhanced vegetation index (EVI), a satellite
measured vegetation greenness index, by large-scale ecoregion. They found that the warming rate increases dramatically with decreasing EVI, with the strongest warming rate
seen over the least vegetated (or driest) regions such as the
Sahara desert and the Arabian Peninsula, indicating warming amplification over deserts. This desert amplification

is reproduced by historical simulations of global coupled
atmosphere–ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs)
when anthropogenic and natural forcings are included, but
is absent if only natural forcings are considered. These
results suggest a fundamental pattern of global warming
over land that depend on the dryness of ecosystems in midand low-latitudes, pointing mainly to new potential fingerprints of anthropogenic warming.

Table 1  List of the datasets used in this study
Data
provider

Data version

Variable

Spatial
resolution

Period

References

CRU
ECMWF

TS3.22
ERA-Interim

P,T, TCC, DLR

1979–2012

Harris and Jones (2014), Wang and Liang (2009)

DLR, DSR, q, P, T, TCC, Td

0.5° × 0.5°

1979–2012

Harris and Jones (2014), ECMWF (2013)

HadCRU

HadCRUH

q

1973–2003

Willett et al. (2008)

NASA
GISS

MOD13C2/C5
GISTEMP

EVI
T

0.05° × 0.05°

2000–2012
1979–2012

Huete et al. (2002)
Hansen et al. (2010)

NCDC

MLOST/v3.5.3

T

1979–2012

Vose et al. (2012)

0.5° × 0.5°

0.05° × 0.05°
2.5° × 2.5°

5° × 5°

Note that DLR in CRU is estimated from the CRU data of surface temperature, vapor pressure, cloud cover, and surface elevation following
the methods of Wang and Liang (2009); near surface q in ERA is estimated from the ERA Td and surface pressure following the methods of
ECMWF (2013); other surface fluxes (downward shortwave radiation, net longwave radiation, net solar radiation, upward longwave radiation,
reflected solar radiation, latent heat and sensible heat) in ERA are also used but not listed here
CRU Climatic Research Unit, ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, GISS Goddard Institute for Space Studies, HadCRU Hadley Centre and Climate Research Unit, NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration, NCDC National Climatic Data Center,
HadCRUH Hadley Centre and Climate Research Unit global surface humidity dataset, TS time-series, MLOST Merged Land–Ocean Surface
Temperature Analysis, DLR downward longwave radiation at the surface (W/m2), DSR downward shortwave radiation at the surface (W/m2),
EVI enhanced vegetation index, P precipitation (mm/day), T surface air temperature (°C), TCC total cloud cover (%), Td surface dew point temperature (°C), q specific humidity (g/kg)
Table 2  List of 18 CMIP5 models with simulations used in ALL, RCP45, and NAT for the period 1979–2012
Organizations

Modela

ALL

RCP45

NAT

BCC/China Meteorological Administration, China
Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis, Canada
National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA
National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici, Italy
Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques, France
CSIRO Atmospheric Research, Australia
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, China
NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA
NASA/Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA
Met Office Hadley Centre, UK
Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France
JAMSTEC/AORI/NIES, Japan
JAMSTEC/AORI/NIES, Japan
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany
Norwegian Climate Center, Norway

BCC-CSM1
CanESM2
CCSM4
CESM1-CAM5
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
FGOALS-g2
GFDL-CM3
GISS-E2-R
HadGEM2-ES
IPSL-CM5A-LR
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MPI-ESM-LR
MPI-ESM-MR
NorESM1-ME

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Norwegian Climate Center, Norway

NorESM1-M

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Note that simulations with both anthropogenic and natural forcings are referred to as ALL, and simulations with natural forcings only are
referred to as NAT. Models with symbol “*” indicate that their simulations are available. Only one ensemble member “r1i1p1” from each model
is used
a

Each model is detailed at http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/ipcc_model_documentation.php
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Table 3  Seasonal variations in the fitted coefficients and goodness
of fit (R2) for the logarithmic and linear functions between observed
Ttrend (°C/10 years) and the climatological EVI by large-scale
ecoregion
Ecoregions

y = A0 * EVI + C0

y = A0 * ln(EVI) + C0

A0

A0

R2

DJF (December–January–February)
7
−0.11
0.08
14
−0.09
0.03
21
−0.08
0.02
28
−0.08
0.02
35
−0.08
0.02
MAM (March–April–May)
7
−0.76
0.96
14
−0.77
0.94
21
−0.77
0.92
28
−0.77
0.92
35
−0.77
0.90
JJA (June–July–August)
7
−0.33
0.85
14
−0.33
0.76
21
−0.33
0.67
28
−0.33
0.67
35
−0.33
0.63
SON (September–October–November)
7
−0.35
0.87
14
−0.34
0.76
21
−0.34
0.75
28
−0.34
0.71
35
−0.34
0.71
ANN (annual mean)
7
−0.42
0.92
14
−0.42
0.88
21
−0.42
0.88
28
−0.42
0.86
35

−0.41

0.85

R2

0.00
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04

−0.16
−0.16
−0.16
−0.16
−0.16

0.95
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.91

−0.08
−0.08
−0.08
−0.08
−0.08

0.97
0.90
0.80
0.80
0.75

−0.08
−0.08
−0.07
−0.07
−0.07

0.92
0.82
0.81
0.78
0.77

−0.09
−0.09
−0.09
−0.09

0.96
0.93
0.93
0.90

−0.09

0.89

The magnitude of warming depends on surface radiative
forcing and terrestrial responses and feedbacks (Hansen et al.
2010; Thorne et al. 2010). Evapotranspiration (ET) is a primary process driving energy and water exchanges between the
hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere (Wang and Dickinson
2012) and thus may determine surface warming rates among
different ecosystems. EVI largely reflects the geographical
distribution of amount of vegetation and soil moisture (SM;
Zhou et al. 2015) and thus correlates highly with ET, particularly at large scales (Suzuki and Masuda 2004; Nagler et al.
2005). It is expected that radiative forcing at land surface
would be largely weakened by ET over regions with increasing EVI (Jeong et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2007, 2009, 2010).
However, this mechanism should work primarily in regions
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where SM and vegetation are the main controlling factors for
ET (Seneviratne et al. 2010). The driest ecoregions such as
the Sahara desert and the Arabian Peninsula have very limited
amounts of vegetation and SM, very high surface albedo and
little cloud cover. Small decadal variations in solar irradiance
will not have significant impacts on surface warming. Large
changes in land surface properties (e.g., albedo, emissivity,
roughness) and land cover/use are unlikely over these regions.
Hence new mechanisms are needed to explain the strongest
warming trends observed over the driest ecosystems.
This study focuses on understanding and attributing spatiotemporal patterns of temperature trends observed for the
period 1979–2012, with an emphasis on exploring possible
relevant physical mechanisms, by analyzing observations,
reanalysis data and historical simulations of AOGCMs developed for the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase
5 (CMIP5) (Taylor et al. 2012). We hypothesize that desert
amplification may be attributable primarily to enhanced
longwave radiative forcing associated with a stronger water
vapor feedback over drier ecosystems in response to the positive global-scale greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing.

2 Data and methods
For observations (referred to as OBS), three widely-used
surface air temperature (T) datasets: CRU (Harris and Jones
2014), GISS (Hansen et al. 2010) and NCDC (Vose et al.
2012), for the period 1979–2012 are considered. The three
datasets show very similar T changes and so their ensemble
mean is used to reduce redundancy as done in Zhou et al.
(2015). In addition, MODIS EVI (Huete et al. 2002) for
the period 2000–2012, HadCRUH surface specific humidity (Willett et al. 2008) for the period 1973–2003, and the
ERA-interim reanalysis data (Dee et al. 2011, referred to as
ERA) for the period 1979–2012 are also examined. More
specifics of each dataset are listed in Table 1.
For historical simulations, we use monthly output of 18
participant AOGCMs (Table 2), which have 6 more models
compared to Zhou et al. (2015). These simulations include
time-evolving changes in anthropogenic (greenhouse gases
and sulfate aerosols) and/or natural (solar and volcanic)
forcing agents for the period 1860–2005, extended for the
years 2006–2012 with the RCP4.5 scenario runs. They are
divided into two groups: one with anthropogenic and natural
forcings (referred to as ALL) and the other with only natural forcings (referred to as NAT). As averaging over multiple members enhances the forcing signal and reduces noise
from internal variability and errors from individual models
(IPCC 2013), we simply average the available simulations to
obtain the multi-model ensemble mean in ALL for the period
1979–2012 and in NAT for the period 1979–2005. However,
the ensemble mean tends to average out internal variability
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Fig. 1  Spatial patterns of Ttrend
(°C/10 years) in the months of
March–November (M–N) for
the period a 1979–2012 and b
1979–2005. Stippling indicates
regions where Ttrend is statistically significant (p < 0.05).
The ensemble mean of three
observational temperature datasets (CRU, GISS and NCDC) is
used to calculate the mean Ttrend
(Zhou et al. 2015). c Spatial patterns of climatological EVI in
M–N for the period 2000–2012

L. Zhou et al.

a

b

c

as each individual simulation was initialized from a different
point of control runs. Hence we also analyze the 14 individual simulations in NAT because internal variations may play
a role in forming the spatial patterns of warming as well.
For the ERA and CMIP5 data, we examine monthly
means of precipitation, total cloud cover (TCC), specific
humidity (q), radiative fluxes at the surface (downward
longwave radiation (DLR), downward shortwave radiation
(DSR), net longwave radiation, net solar radiation, upward
longwave radiation, and reflected solar radiation), and surface non-radiative fluxes (latent heat and sensible heat). All
variables are spatially re-projected into 2.5° × 2.5° grid
boxes. The monthly EVI is aggregated to create the climatology of seasonal and annual mean EVI. The monthly data of
other variables are temporally averaged to generate seasonal
and annual mean (ANN) anomalies. Seasons are defined as
follows: December–January–February (DJF), March–April–
May (MAM), June–July–August (JJA), September–October–November (SON), and March–November (M–N).
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We focus only on 1338 land grid boxes in the low- and
mid-latitudes (50°N–50°S) that have adequate observations
and show a statistically significant (p < 0.1) Ttrend in ANN
during the period 1979–2012 following the selection criteria of Vose et al. (2012) and Zhou et al. (2015). The land
beyond 50°N and 50°S is excluded to minimize polar warming amplification and snow/ice-albedo feedbacks that dominate the high-latitude warming. ERA data and CMIP5 simulations are sampled so that coverage corresponds to that of
the observations considered. For a time series at a given grid
box, a linear trend is estimated using least squares fitting
and a two-tailed Student’s t test is used to quantify whether
the trend differs significantly from zero. For simplicity, we
refer to the trends of four most used variables, T, DLR, TCC
and q, as Ttrend, DLRtrend, TCCtrend and qtrend, respectively.
As our emphasis is large-scale Ttrend and its attribution, we
analyze primarily the results of ANN or M–N at large ecoregions because other factors such as sea surface temperature
(SST) may play an increasing role in influencing seasonal
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Fig. 2  a, b Relationship
between observed Ttrend
(°C/10 years) for the period
1979–2012 and the climatological EVI by large-scale
ecoregion in the months of
March–November (M–N). Least
squares fittings of linear and
logarithmic functions, with the
fitted coefficients and goodness of fit (R2), are shown. c, d
Same as (a, b) but for the period
1979–2005

a

b

c

d

Ttrend (Zhou et al. 2015) and climate models have difficulties
in simulating small-scale processes (IPCC 2013). We classify
the 1338 grids into 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 large-scale ecoregions
from barren to dense vegetation based on the climatological
EVI values, and then analyze how Ttrend varies with EVI by
ecoregion via least squares fitting. The goodness of fit (R2) is
used to measure how well the fit is in capturing the data variance. Different classifications are used to test whether the fitted Ttrend–EVI relationship is robust. For each classification,
every ecoregion contains about the same number of grid
boxes. The areal mean time series is calculated using areaweighted averaging over the land grids within each ecoregion,
and its trend is estimated as done at the grid level. For brevity,
only results of 7 and 35 ecoregions, which represent the least
and most ecoregions classified, are shown in figures, while
results of other classifications are listed in tables.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Temperature trends in observations
Zhou et al. (2015) analyzed the observed Ttrend and its
spatial dependence on the climatology of EVI using
the annual mean data. At the grid level, strong and significant warming trends were mostly seen over very dry
regions. At the large-scale ecoregion level, five different
regression lines (exponential, linear, logarithmic, polynomial and power) were fit for the areal mean Ttrend and
EVI. All fits shows consistently stronger warming rates
over drier ecosystems, with the best fit for the negative logarithmic function and the least fit for the linear
function.
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Table 4  The fitted coefficients and goodness of fit (R2) for the linear
and logarithmic functions between observed Ttrend (°C/10 years) and
DLRtrend (W/m2/10 years) and the climatological EVI by large-scale
ecoregion during the months of March–November (M–N)
Ecoregions

y = A0 * EVI + C0

y = A0 * ln(EVI) + C0

A0

A0

R2

0.95
0.92
0.88
0.90
0.86

−0.11
−0.11
−0.11
−0.11
−0.11

0.98
0.96
0.93
0.94
0.91

0.75
0.69
0.66
0.64
0.62

−1.04
−1.06
−1.05
−1.06
−1.06

0.91
0.87
0.84
0.82
0.79

0.82
0.76
0.71
0.67
0.63

−0.09
−0.10
−0.09
−0.10
−0.09

0.85
0.81
0.78
0.73
0.68

0.81
0.74
0.68
0.66

−0.46
−0.46
−0.46
−0.47

0.95
0.90
0.83
0.82

Observed Ttrend
7
−0.50
14
−0.50
21
−0.50
28
−0.50
35
−0.50
Estimated DLRtrend from CRU
7
−4.42
14
−4.45
21
−4.41
28
−4.43
35
−4.42
ERA Ttrend
7
−0.43
14
−0.43
21
−0.43
28
−0.43
35
−0.43
ERA DLRtrend
7
−1.98
14
−1.98
21
−1.97
28
−1.98
35

−1.97

R2

0.65

−0.46

0.79

Note that DLRtrend in CRU is estimated from the CRU data (see
Table 1 for detail)

We perform similar analyses to examine whether the Ttrend–
EVI relationship obtained from ANN in Zhou et al. (2015) varies with seasons (Table 3). This study focuses mostly on the
negative logarithmic Ttrend–EVI fit because it generally has the
highest R2 among the five fitting functions, while the linear fit is
also included for comparison purpose. The results are consistent
across all classifications and all seasons except for DJF when
there is no spatial dependence of Ttrend on EVI. For MAM, JJA,
SON and ANN, the negative logarithmic fit always works better
than the linear fit, with the R2 values comparable to the ANN
results. The fitted coefficient (A0) decreases slightly with the
increasing number of ecoregions, and so does R2. When more
ecoregions (or EVI bins) are considered, R2 decreases as more
small-scale factors affect the spatial variations of Ttrend. We also
perform the same fitting for the period 1979–2005 as the NAT
simulations end in 2005, and obtain similar results. Given the
absence of a meaningful Ttrend–EVI relationship in DJF, we
focus the remaining analysis on the 9-month period of M–N.
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Figure 1a shows the spatial patterns of observed M–N
Ttrend over the study region for the period 1979–2012,
together with the climatology of M–N EVI (Fig. 1c). T
increases almost everywhere and significant warming
occurs mostly in arid and semi-arid regions such as Northern Africa, Middle East, Northern China, and western US.
Among the 1338 grids, 95 % show a statistically significant
Ttrend (p < 0.05). The warming trend is generally strongest
over the driest or least vegetated regions such as the Sahara
desert and the Arabian Peninsula. Such warming patterns
remain similar for the period 1979–2005 (Fig. 1b). Note
that comparable warming trends are also observed over
few non-dry regions such as the continental Europe and
the eastern and southern Amazonian regions. The European warming is consistent with surface observations
where the significant warming rate after 1988 is attributed
to increases in q and DLR, not to radiative effects due to
changes in solar radiation and clouds (Philipona et al.
2005). The eastern and southern Amazonian warming may
be associated with anomalies in sea surface temperature
in both the Atlantic and Pacific regions (Malhi and Wright
2004; Jiménez-Muñoz et al. 2013). Nevertheless, the spatial correlation between Ttrend and EVI is −0.53 for the
period 1979–2012 and −0.47 for the period 1979–2005, all
statistically significant (p < 0.001, n = 1338).
Figure 2 shows the observed M–N Ttrend as a function
of M–N EVI in terms of 7 and 35 ecoregions. Evidently,
the warming rate depends strongly on ecoregions. Ttrend
increases dramatically with decreasing EVI, indicating the
lower the vegetation greenness, the stronger the warming
trend. The negative logarithmic fit is better than the linear
fit, with R2 = 98 and 91 % (R2 = 95 and 86 %) for the
former (the latter) for the classification of 7 and 35 ecoregions, respectively. Other classifications (Table 4) agree
that the negative logarithmic fit better describes the Ttrend–
EVI relationship than the linear fit by ecoregion. Furthermore, the results for the period 1979–2005 (Fig. 2c, d) are
very similar to those for the period 1979–2012 (Fig. 2a, b).
3.2 Temperature trends in ERA and CMIP5
It is essential that the ERA reanalysis and CMIP5 simulations can reproduce the major Ttrend features in OBS
before being used for attribution. Figure 3a illustrates the
areal mean M–N T anomalies for OBS, ERA and ALL
from 1979 to 2012 averaged over the entire study region
(i.e., the 1338 land grids). ERA resembles OBS not only
in the interannual variability but also in the linear trend
(0.29 ± 0.03 °C/10 years, p < 0.001). ALL reproduces
the majority of T variability and slightly overestimates
the warming trend (0.35 ± 0.03 °C/10 years, p < 0.001).
Figure 3b–e display the areal mean M–N T anomalies for the
driest and wettest climate in terms of 7 and 35 ecoregions.
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a

b

c

d

e

Fig. 3  Areal mean temperature anomalies from OBS, ERA and ALL
in the months of March–November (M–N) for the period 1979–2012
averaged over a the 1338 land grids between 50°S and 50°N, b the
driest ecoregion in terms of 7 large-scale ecoregions, c the driest
ecoregion in terms of 35 large-scale ecoregions, d the wettest ecore-

gion in terms of 7 large-scale ecoregions, and e the wettest ecoregion
in terms of 35 large-scale ecoregions. Linear trends (°C/10 years)
plus one standard deviation with “***” are statistically significant
(p < 0.001)

In every ecoregion, the three T datasets exhibit similar interannual variability and comparable warming trends that are
all statistically significant (p < 0.001), with stronger warming rates over drier ecosystems. ERA and ALL generally
reproduce the observed warming trends very well at every

ecoregion, with a warming rate differing slightly from
OBS. ERA captures interannual T variability and the warming magnitude better than ALL, which is expected as the
multi-model ensemble mean in ALL represents primarily
the forced signal (Dai 2013). ALL slightly overestimates the
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a

b

c

d

Fig. 4  Spatial patterns of a ERA Ttrend (°C/10 years) and b its biases
from observations (ERA − OBS) in the months of March–November
(M–N) for the period 1979–2012. Stippling indicates regions where

Ttrend is statistically significant (p < 0.05). c, d Same as Fig. 2a, b but
for the ERA Ttrend (°C/10 years)

warming trend because the simulated T anomalies are higher
than OBS during the global warming hiatus (IPCC 2013).
Figure 4a shows the spatial patterns of ERA Ttrend in
M–N over land for the period 1979–2012. The warming is widespread and shows spatial patterns similar to
OBS (Fig. 1a). Among the 1338 land grids, 77 % exhibit
a statistically significant linear trend (p < 0.05), which is
much lower than OBS. The spatial correlation between
ERA Ttrend and EVI is −0.30 (p < 0.001, n = 1338), which
is lower than OBS as well. At the ecoregion level, the

observed Ttrend–EVI relationship holds true also in ERA
and the logarithmic fit performs always better than the
linear fit (Fig. 4c, d). The R2 value for the logarithmic fit
is 85 and 68 % for the 7 and 35 ecoregions, respectively.
The corresponding values for the linear fit are 82 and 63 %.
Other classifications (Table 4) agree consistently that the
negative logarithmic fit best describes the Ttrend–EVI relationship by ecoregion in ERA.
Figure 5a shows the spatial patterns of ALL Ttrend in
M–N over land for the period 1979–2012. The warming is
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Fig. 5  Same as Fig. 4 but for
the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean Ttrend (°C/10 years)
in ALL

a

b

c

ubiquitous and the strongest warming occurs primarily in
arid and semi-arid regions such as Northern Africa, Middle
East, and western US. Among the 1338 land grids, 100 %
exhibit a statistically significant linear trend (p < 0.05),
which is much higher than OBS. The spatial correlation between ALL Ttrend and EVI is −0.57 (p < 0.001,
n = 1338), which is higher than OBS as well. ALL slightly
underestimates the warming magnitude in Eurasia and
overestimates the warming rate elsewhere (Fig. 5b), possibly due to models’ difficulties in simulating T changes
at small scales (IPCC 2013). At the ecoregion level, the

d

observed Ttrend–EVI relationship remains true also in ALL.
The R2 value for the logarithmic (linear) fit is 96 and 91 %
(87 and 82 %) for the 7 and 35 ecoregions, respectively.
Other classifications (Table 5) support consistently that the
negative logarithmic fit better describes the Ttrend–EVI relationship in ALL by ecoregion than the linear fit.
Figure 6a–c display the spatial patterns of Ttrend and the
Ttrend–EVI relationship by ecoregion in the ensemble mean
in NAT. The warming trend is strongest in several transitional climate zones at the grid level (more discussion in
Sect. 3.3.2). At the ecoregion level, Ttrend shows the largest
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Table 5  Same as Table 4 but for the multi-model ensemble mean
Ttrend (°C/10 years) and DLRtrend (W/m2/10 years) in ALL and NAT
Ecoregions

ALL Ttrend
7
14
21
28
35
ALL DLRtrend
7
14
21
28
35
NAT Ttrend
7
14
21
28
35
NAT DLRtrend
7
14
21
28
35

y = A0 * EVI + C0
A0

R2

y = A0 * ln(EVI) + C0
A0

R2

−0.32
−0.31
−0.31
−0.31
−0.31

0.87
0.85
0.84
0.83
0.82

−0.07
−0.07
−0.07
−0.07
−0.07

0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.91

−1.72
−1.71
−1.71
−1.70
−1.70

0.68
0.64
0.62
0.61
0.60

−0.42
−0.41
−0.41
−0.41
−0.40

0.87
0.82
0.80
0.78
0.77

−0.07
−0.07
−0.07
−0.07
−0.07

0.60
0.56
0.53
0.50
0.47

−0.01
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01

0.55
0.49
0.46
0.43
0.40

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06

0.10
0.08
0.05
0.05

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.12
0.08
0.06
0.06

0.06

0.04

0.01

0.05

warming rate over ecoregions with EVI between 0.1 and
0.2, not the driest ecoregions where the largest warming
is observed. Evidently, the spatial patterns of Ttrend and the
Ttrend–EVI relationship in NAT differ from those in OBS,
ERA and ALL, and none of the 14 individual simulations
in NAT exhibits the strongest warming trend over the driest
ecoregions (Fig. 6d, e), pointing to anthropogenic causes of
desert amplification.
Overall ERA and ALL largely reproduce the observed
spatial patterns of Ttrend at the grid level and the negative logarithmic Ttrend–EVI relationship at the ecoregion
level. The spatial correlation is 0.71 (p < 0.001, n = 1338)
between OBS and ERA and is 0.82 (p < 0.001, n = 1338)
between OBS and ALL. Compared to OBS, ERA Ttrend
is spatially less coherent while ALL Ttrend is the opposite. Accordingly, at the ecoregion level, ALL has higher
R2 values than ERA, indicating that ALL can better capture the observed large-scale Ttrend–EVI dependence. Note
that the R2 values for ERA and ALL are slightly smaller
than OBS due to biases in both datasets (more discussion in Sect. 3.3.3). The negative logarithmic Ttrend–EVI
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relationship indicates that the warming rate increases dramatically with decreasing EVI, suggesting warming amplification over very dry ecosystems.
3.3 Possible mechanisms
The warming rate of Ttrend is determined by the magnitude
of surface radiative forcing and any feedbacks involved
related to land surface and atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL) processes (Zhou et al. 2009, 2010; McNider et al.
2012; Dirmeyer et al. 2013; Davy and Esau 2014). Our
results next support that the negative logarithmic Ttrend–EVI
relationship shown above may reflect primarily a stronger
water vapor feedback over drier ecosystems under increasing GHGs.
3.3.1 Atmospheric water vapor feedback
Radiative forcing drives much of long-term climate change
and global warming in the last three decades has been
attributable to a predominance of GHG effects relative to
aerosol effects (Hansen et al. 2010; Thorne et al. 2010;
Foster and Rahmstorf 2011). The surface and lower troposphere are warmed primarily by GHGs-enhanced DLR as
amplified by the associated increase of atmospheric water
vapor content (AWV) observed since the 1980s (Held
and Soden 2000; IPCC 2007; Dessler and Davis 2010).
Figure 7 shows the grid-level scatter plots of DLR and
the ratio of DLRtrend to AWV trend (∂DLR/∂AWV), which
quantifies the sensitivity of DLR to changes in AWV as
a function of climatological AWV in ALL for the period
1979–2012. The best fitted functions indicate that DLR
is a power function of AWV (DLR = 161.23 * AWV0.25,
R2 = 0.90, n = 1338) and ∂DLR/∂AWV decreases dramatically with increasing AWV following a negative logarithmic relationship (∂DLR/∂AWV = −4.06 * ln(AWV) +
17.63, R2 = 0.88, n = 1338). These results are consistent
with previous studies from both observations and numerical models (e.g., Myhre et al. 1998; Ruckstuhl et al. 2007;
Rangwala et al. 2013; Naud et al. 2013). Note that the
spatial correlation of climatological values between AWV
and EVI is 0.77 (p < 0.001, n = 1338), indicating that
EVI can be used as a very good indicator of AWV at the
grid level. Therefore, the negative logarithmic Ttrend–EVI
relationship might be attributable to enhanced DLR associated with a larger positive water vapor feedback over
drier ecosystems. In other words, for a given amount of
AWV increase, the largest efficiency in increasing DLR
will occur over the driest regions where the AWV content is the least (Zhou et al. 2009, 2010). Validating this
inference, however, remains challenging as long-term and
consistent DLR and AWV observations at global scale are
not available (Schneider et al. 2010). Next we examine
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a

b

c

d

e

Fig. 6  a–c Same as Fig. 5a, c, d but for the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean Ttrend (°C/10 years) in NAT. d, e Same as Fig. 6b, c but for the
14 individual simulations in NAT
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a

b

Fig. 7  Scatter plots of a DLR (W/m2) and b the ratio of DLRtrend
to AWV trend (∂DLR/∂AWV, W/kg) as a function of climatological
atmospheric water vapor content (AWV, kg/m2) at the grid level for
the period 1979–2012 in ALL. The fitted coefficients and goodness of
fit (R2) for the best fitted function are listed

observations, reanalysis data and CMIP5 simulations to
test this hypothesis.
We estimate surface qtrend from HadCRUH in M–N for
the period 1973–2003. Despite many missing data over the
study region, the observed q shows a widespread increasing trend in the NH, particularly over the regions such
as Europe, west Central Africa and East Asian where the
T increased most (Fig. 8a). Among the land grids without missing data, 72 % exhibit a statistically significant
positive trend (p < 0.05) for qtrend. Analyses of near-global
(60°S–75°N) synoptic data from >15,000 land stations
found that surface q averaged over the global land increased
by 4.3 % per 1 °C warming for the period 1976–2004 (Dai
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2006). This increase in q is also consistent with surface
observations in Europe where the significant warming after
1988 is attributed to increased q and DLR (Philipona et al.
2005).
Wang and Liang (2009) show that some empirical equations can provide very good estimates of DLR worldwide
using surface observations from weather stations as most
of AWV is confined near the surface. Following their
approaches, we use the monthly CRU data to estimate DLR
and its trend (DLRtrend). DLRtrend increases almost everywhere and the increase is generally strongest over driest
regions (Fig. 8b). Among the 1338 land grids, 60 % exhibit
a statistically significant positive trend (p < 0.05). At the
ecoregion level, there is a negative logarithmic DLRtrend–
EVI relationship (Fig. 8c, d), with R2 = 91 and 79 % for the
case of 7 and 35 ecoregions, respectively. The corresponding R2 values for the linear fit are 75 and 62 %. Similar
results are also seen for other classifications (Table 4). Note
that the DLRtrend–EVI relationship has a smaller R2 than
the Ttrend–EVI relationship, because DLR is roughly estimated using simple empirical equations with fixed parameters globally based on the CRU surface observations, which
have large uncertainties over data-scarce regions such as
Amazon and Central Africa (Harris and Jones 2014). Furthermore, DLR is also affected by changes in cloud cover
and reanalysis data show large differences in DLR variability and trend (Wang and Dickinson 2013a).
Previous studies show that there is a strong positive connection between surface warming and increasing atmospheric q, and this connection is particularly strong in the
tropical mid- and upper-troposphere such as 500 mb (Paltridge et al. 2009; Dessler and Davis 2010). Figure 9a, b
show the spatial patterns of surface and 500 mb qtrend from
ERA. Note that q has a unit of percentage change (%) relative to the climatological q as it is the fractional change
in water vapor that matters in DLRtrend (Held and Soden
2000; Dessler et al. 2008). The 500 mb q increases almost
everywhere in the tropics except parts of China, eastern
Amazonia and western Central Africa (Fig. 9a). The positive qtrend in the driest regions such as the Sahara desert and
the Arabian Peninsula is particularly important to the surface warming because the water vapor feedback is much
stronger over drier ecosystems with lower q (e.g., Held
and Soden 2000; Dessler and Davis 2010). The surface q
also increases in many regions, particularly over the Sahara
desert and the Arabian Peninsula, Asia, Europe and eastern
North America (Fig. 9b). Note that surface q (not provided
by ERA) is estimated based on 2 m dew point temperature
and surface pressure and thus may have large uncertainties at regional and local scales. These results agree generally with Simmons et al. (2010), who compared surface q
changes between HadCRUH and ERA for the period 1973–
2008. Despite some issues with reanalysis in estimating
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Fig. 8  Spatial patterns of a
HadCRUH surface qtrend
(g/kg/10 years) and b DLRtrend
(W/m2/10 years) in the months
of March–November (M–N) for
the period 1979–2012. Stippling
indicates regions where the
trend is statistically significant
(p < 0.05). c, d Same as Fig. 2a,
b but for the DLRtrend estimated
from the CRU data

a

b

c

long-term trends (Paltridge et al. 2009; Thorne and Vose
2010; Dessler and Davis 2010), both HadCRUH and ERA
show consistently increasing q over land from the mid1970s, rising to a sharp peak that coincides with the strong
1997/8 El Nino event, and remaining stable or decreasing
slightly thereafter (Fig. 4a in Simmons et al. 2010). Nevertheless, the q anomalies since 1998 are still much higher
than those in earlier years prior 1998 and there is an evident
long-term increasing trend in surface q.
In response to the surface and atmosphere increases
in q, ERA DLRtrend is overwhelmingly positive and the
increase is generally strongest over driest regions (Fig. 9c).
Note that the spatial coupling between DLRtrend and Ttrend

d

is weaker in ERA than in OBS because ERA DLR is estimated from an instantaneous forecast field accumulated
from the start time step of the forecast everyday rather continuously from the start day of our study period. For example, there are also few regions (e.g., the western US) with
decreasing q and DLRtrend, possibly due to data uncertainties in the ERA as they are inconsistent with the observed
warming patterns and the ALL simulations (Figs. 1, 5, 10).
Again, there is a negative logarithmic DLRtrend–EVI relationship (Fig. 9d, e), with R2 = 95 and 79 % for the case
of 7 and 35 ecoregions, respectively. The corresponding R2
values for the linear fit are 81 and 65 %. Similar results also
exist for other classifications (Table 4).
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Fig. 9  Spatial patterns of ERA
a 500 mb qtrend (%/10 years), b
surface qtrend (%/10 years), and
c DLRtrend (W/m2/10 years) in
the months of March–November
(M–N) for the period 1979–
2012. Stippling indicates regions
where the trend is statistically
significant (p < 0.05). d, e Same
as Fig. 8c, d but for the ERA
DLRtrend. qtrend (g/kg/10 years) is
divided by the climatology
q (g/kg) over the period
1979–2012 to represent the
percent change in q (%/10 years)

L. Zhou et al.
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Is it possible that the increasing q and DLR shown
above may reflect primarily a circular effect between near
surface AWV and surface warming (e.g., stronger surface
warming may drive stronger DLR)? To gain more insight
into this, we analyze the changes in surface q and DLR
from the CMIP5 simulations. At the grid level, qtrend and
DLRtrend in ALL (Fig. 10a, b) resembles each other in
the spatial patterns, with a spatial correlation of 0.61
(p < 0.001), and show dominantly increasing trends. Among
the 1338 land grids, 99.9 % exhibit a statistically significant
positive trend (p < 0.05) for both q and DLR. The largest
increases in q and DLR over the driest regions such as the
Sahara desert and the Arabian Peninsula are expected to
have the strongest impact on T as discussed previously. In
contrast, only few regions show an increasing trend in surface q and DLR in NAT (Fig. 11), suggesting that anthropogenic forcings is the primary cause for the increases in q and
DLR in ALL. Furthermore, among the 1338 land grids, only
13 and 15 % exhibit a statistically significant positive trend
(p < 0.05) for q and DLR, respectively. At the ecoregion
level, there is a negative logarithmic DLRtrend–EVI relationship (Fig. 9c, d) in ALL, with R2 = 87 and 77 % for the case
of 7 and 35 ecoregions, respectively. The corresponding R2
values for the linear fit are 68 and 60 %. Such results also
apply to other classifications (Table 5). On the contrary, the
DLRtrend–EVI relationship in NAT differs substantially from
that in ALL. These results, together with those from CRU
and ERA, support our proposed hypothesis that the largest
increases of DLR associated with increasing AWV may be
the main radiative driver for the observed strongest warming
over the driest ecoregions.
Histograms of Ttrend for ALL and NAT, together with
those from OBS and ERA, are shown in Fig. 12a. In general, ERA and ALL show distributions similar to OBS, but
ERA has a wider range of Ttrend and more extreme values,
indicating stronger spatial variability than OBS, while
ALL is within the observed Ttrend range and has a narrower
distribution skewed to the right (warming) side, indicating higher warming rates and stronger spatial coherence
in ALL than OBS. In contrast, the multi-model ensemble
mean in NAT and the 14 individual simulations show small
and equal possibilities of cooling and warming trends,
which are mostly skewed to the left side (cooling and small
warming) and outside the range of ALL and OBS, indicating again that the role of anthropogenic forcing in reproducing the observed warming patterns. The corresponding
histograms of DLRtrend are shown in Fig. 12b. As expected,
DLRtrend has distributions similar to Ttrend. The only exception is that unlike OBS and ALL, ERA is skewed to the
left side, showing equal chances of positive and negative
trends. Possibly ERA DLRtrend may have systematic biases
because DLR is estimated from an instantaneous forecast
field as mentioned previously. Again, NAT simulations
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have a distribution of DLRtrend that is mostly far outside the
range of ALL, indicating again that the role of human influence in reproducing the observed DLRtrend patterns.
3.3.2 Ecosystem feedbacks
The magnitude of Ttrend also depends on ecosystem feedbacks in response to surface radiative forcing. For wetter
ecoregions, the surface warms less because more energy
is converted into latent heat via ET and less energy for the
increase of T. As EVI largely reflects the geographical distribution of amount of vegetation and SM, one may intuitively attribute the ecoregion-dependent warming to ecosystem feedbacks.
The classical hydrological framework characterizes ET
as a function of SM into three climate regimes: wet (energylimited) and dry (SM-limited) regimes, where SM does not
impact ET variability, and a transitional regime, where SM
strongly constrains ET variability and thus has a potential
positive SM-T feedback (Seneviratne et al. 2006, 2010). In
other words, climate changes naturally without anthropogenic forcing, and the transitional zones may warm faster
than other climatic zones as they amplify the warming simply as a result of the positive SM-T feedback. This helps
to explain the large warming trends in several transitional
zones simulated in NAT (Fig. 6). However, the strongest
warming rates are observed over the driest ecoregions, not
in the transitional zones, indicating that SM and vegetation
in deserts are too limited to have a strong feedback. Aridity
and scarcity of vegetation in moisture-deprived regions are
likely a consequence of the limited availability of moisture,
rather than the cause of desert amplification.
Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that
ecosystem feedbacks may still play a role in forming the
observed warming patterns because land surface schemes
used in ERA and CMIP5 are capable to intrinsically describe
the classic framework of ET dependence on SM in representing land surface processes (Seneviratne et al. 2010). Furthermore, OBS does exhibit stronger warming in the transitional
zones than wetter climatic zones. It should be also mentioned that the negative logarithmic DLRtrend–EVI relationship remains robust across all seasons (figures not shown for
brevity), but the negative logarithmic Ttrend–EVI relationship
is absent in DJF (Table 3). This might indicate that ecosystem feedbacks are needed in forming the relationship as
land–atmosphere coupling is stronger in warm seasons (e.g.,
Guo and Dirmeyer 2013; Dirmeyer et al. 2013) in the Northern Hemisphere where most of arid and semi-arid regions
are located. In particular, DJF is the season when vegetation
growth minimizes (and so does ET) and snow cover maximizes (and so does the snow-albedo feedback).
It is interesting to note that ERA shows positive biases in
several transitional climate zones identified as hot spots for
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Fig. 10  a–d Same as Fig. 9b–e but for the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean surface qtrend and DLRtrend in ALL

strong land–atmosphere coupling in previous studies (e.g.,
Koster et al. 2004; Seneviratne et al. 2006, 2010; Guo and
Dirmeyer 2013), particularly over the central Great Plains
of North America, central and eastern Sahel, northern equatorial Africa, Eastern Asia and southern Europe (Fig. 4b).
These large positive biases indicate that ERA may have
overestimated the SM-T feedback over these zones. Negative
ERA biases are seen over most regions in North and South
Africa, and South Asia, particularly over the driest regions
such as the Sahara desert (Fig. 4b), possibly linked to the
positive cloud cover biases (figure not shown for brevity).
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3.3.3 Other factors
Surface T can be also modified by variations in DSR due
to changes in atmospheric conditions such as aerosols,
cloud cover and precipitation (e.g., Wild et al. 2007; Wang
and Dickinson 2013a, b). Large variability and uncertainties of these variables in observations, reanalysis data and
climate simulations make it difficult to quantify their individual role in explaining the observed Ttrend–EVI relationship. For example, except few areas with consistent trends,
TCCtrend from CRU, ERA, and ALL differs not only in the
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Fig. 11  Same as Fig. 10 but for
the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean in NAT

a

b

c

sign, but also in the geographical distributions over many
regions (figures not shown for brevity). Changes in TCC
are expected to affect the trends of DLR and DSR and consequently the Ttrend–EVI relationship. Such differences, on
the one hand, indicate large TCC uncertainties among these
datasets. On the other hand, despite such differences, the
consistent negative logarithmic relationship (Ttrend–EVI
and DLRtrend–EVI) among OBS, ERA and ALL suggests
that the positive water vapor feedback may represent the
first-order mechanism driving the strongest warming over
the driest ecoregions, where the impact of TCC is mostly
limited.

d

To quantify whether the Ttrend–EVI relationship is
related to changes in TCC, DSR, and precipitation, we
perform similar analyses as done above but replace T by
each of these three variables. However, we cannot identify
a meaningful relationship with the warming rates. Very
likely changes in aerosols, clouds and precipitation often
have considerable spatiotemporal variability and thus may
have no strong spatial dependence of long-term trends on
EVI when averaged at large scales, while the steady globalscale GHGs forcing may eventually primarily determine
the large-scale Ttrend patterns (Zhou et al. 2007, 2009). For
example, Wang and Dickinson (2013b) found that at global
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a

b

Fig. 12  Histogram of a Ttrend (°C/10 years) and b DLRtrend (W/
m2/10 years) in the months of March–November (M–N) at the grid
level from OBS, ERA, ALL and NAT for the period 1979–2012. The
histograms for the 14 individual simulations in NAT (dashed red
lines) are also shown. The DLRtrend estimated from the CRU data
(OBS-CRU) is used to represent OBS in (b)

scales DSR over land changed little after the 1970s and had
no apparent correlations with the changes in T. Similarly,
short-term T variations are often associated with El Nino/
southern oscillation, volcanic aerosols and solar variability,
but these factors have small and limited effects on the longterm warming trends, particularly after 1979 (Foster and
Rahmstorf 2011).
We also perform similar analyses to all other variables
related to surface radiative and non-radiative fluxes in
ERA and CMIP5 but cannot identify a meaningful association with the warming rates either. The only exception
is upward longwave radiation (ULR), which shows features similar to DLR at both the grid and ecoregion levels,
in response to the warming of Ttrend. This is expected as
ULR is strongly controlled by surface temperature and the
amount of clouds and water vapor in the atmosphere, particularly near the surface. Drier ecosystems with less cloudiness and AWV lose more energy to out space via thermal
emission because of smaller greenhouse effects of the nearsurface atmosphere.
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Deserts are very dry and mostly cloud-free due to the
subsiding air that rises over the tropics. Their air can be
warmed efficiently by the powerful greenhouse effect of
increasing AWV as discussed previously, not by the release
of latent heat because the descending air inhibits condensation. This heating effect is radiative in nature and manifested as enhanced DLR. We attribute the observed desert
amplification primarily to the positive water vapor feedback because Ttrend and DLRtrend, which is tightly linked
to the increasing trend in AWV, show the best spatial correlations from the grid level to ecoregions than any other
variables examined. This is not surprising, since warming
and increased specific humidity are two of the most robust
responses of the lower troposphere to increasing GHGs
(Dirmeyer et al. 2013).
We realize that other climate feedbacks may also play
a role in desert amplification. One good example is possible influence of the broadening and intensified subsidence
linked to the poleward expansion of the Hadley cell under
global warming (e.g., Lu et al. 2007), which could warm
the lower troposphere adiabatically and increase DLR.
Such changes in subsidence can be caused by enhanced
GHGs (e.g., Fu 2015), and/or natural decadal SST variability (e.g., Quan et al. 2014). Similarly, the absence of
Ttrend–EVI relationship in DJF might be associated with
inter-hemispheric asymmetry in the seasonality of baroclinicity and seasonal changes in the Hadley cell structure
(Mitas and Clement 2006). In addition, Planck feedback
and lapse-rare feedback (Pithan and Mauritsen 2014) could
also have an impact because the atmospheric thermodynamic structure may be changed as well.
There are also some limitations in our attribution. The
GHGs-induced changes in radiative forcing, combined
with compounding changes in both hydrological and ABL
processes, make it very difficult to untangle complex interactions in the context of a fully coupled land–atmosphere
system, to reach consensus at the global scale. ERA data
and CMIP5 simulations have biases as discussed previously. In particular, climate models tend to overestimate the
warming of T in warm, dry climates linked with the surface moisture budget (Christensen and Boberg 2012) and to
underestimate the T response to forcing under conditions of
stable-stratification (Davy and Esau 2014) that represents
the desert ABL at nighttime. Therefore, further research is
needed to provide a comprehensive and complete picture of
warming amplification over dry ecoregions.

4 Conclusions
Zhou et al. (2015) found that the warming rate observed
for the period 1979–2012 increases dramatically with
decreasing vegetation greenness over land between 50°S
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and 50°N, with the strongest warming rate seen over the
driest regions such as the Sahara desert and the Arabian
Peninsula, suggesting warming amplification over deserts.
To further this finding, we explore possible mechanisms
for this warming amplification by analyzing observations,
reanalysis data and historical simulations of AOGCMs
from the CMIP5 archives. We examine various variables,
related to surface radiative forcing, land surface properties,
and surface energy and radiation budget, that control the
warming patterns in terms of large-scale ecoregions. Our
results indicate that desert amplification is likely attributable to enhanced longwave radiative forcing associated
with a stronger water vapor feedback over drier ecoregions
in response to the positive global-scale greenhouse gas
(GHG) forcing. This warming amplification and associated
downward longwave radiation at the surface are reproduced
by historical simulations of AOGCMs with anthropogenic
and natural forcings, but are absent if only natural forcings
are considered, pointing to new potential fingerprints of
anthropogenic warming.
These results, together with Zhou et al. (2015), suggest a fundamental pattern of global warming over land
that depend on the dryness of ecosystems in mid- and lowlatitudes. This ecoregion-dependent warming may reflect
mostly the first order large-scale thermodynamic component of global warming linked to changes in the water and
energy cycles over different ecoregions (Zhou et al. 2015).
Ecosystem feedbacks may play a minor role in desert
amplification as soil moisture and vegetation in deserts are
too limited to have a strong feedback. Aridity and scarcity
of vegetation in moisture-deprived regions are likely a consequence of the limited availability of moisture, rather than
the cause of desert amplification.
This finding has important implications in interpreting global warming patterns and assessing climate change
impacts. Climate models project drying over many areas
in low- and mid-latitudes under increasing GHG concentrations (Trenberth et al. 2013). In particular, there
is a strong tendency for the wet areas to get wetter and
dry areas to get drier (Seager et al. 2010). Consequently,
desert amplification may accelerate over the dry areas in
the context of a warming climate and thus have important societal and economic consequences. Given uncertainties in ERA data and CMIP5 simulations, further
research with more observational and modeling studies is
needed to provide a full picture of mechanisms for desert
amplification.
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